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Abstract In this paper, the ZigBee wireless sensor network (WSN) is used to control LED such as to monitor 

temperature. WSN is based on Zigbee protocol which has benefits of low cost, low power consumption, etc. By 

using WSN’s Application Program Interface (API), the LED can be controlled based on temperature easily. The 

example of verifying the performance of WSN will be presented in this paper. The results reveal that the method 

and experiments are good and satisfied. 
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1. Introduction   

The ZigBee Alliance slogan, “Wireless Control That Simply Works,” is clearly what is needed for end users and 

implementers, but achieving that result places a heavy burden on the developers and OEMs. Drew Gislason has 

the ability to take complex topics and present them in a manner that is cogent and easily digestible to OEMs and 

developers [1]. Today, organizations use IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee to effectively deliver solutions for a variety 

of areas including consumer electronic device control, energy management and efficiency, home and 

commercial building automation as well as industrial plant management [2]. 

We can monitor the environment for many applications by using the WSN. The benefits are reducing energy 

consumption such as to extend the active time of the WSN. The association of ZigBee Alliance Company have 

established many related protocol or standard for ZigBee. Then many standards of reliable, cost-effective, low-

power wireless network have been developed. The ZigBee technology is embedded in many ranges of products 

which across industrial, consumer, commercial applications [3, 4]. The ZigBee defines the network layer 

specifications for star, tree and peer-to-peer network topologies and provides a framework for application 

programming in the application layer. The ZigBee is built on the so called IEEE 802.15.4 standard which 

defines the physical and MAC layers for WSN [5].  

In this paper, the good control method and experiment for the WSN are presented. It is designed by LED to 

know the control method can be verified for monitoring temperature. The performances of data measured by 

WSN will be shown in computer screen then if the temperature higher than 28 °C the LED will be lighted, 

otherwise, LED will be closed. The experimental example of verifying the performance of WSN will be 

presented. The results reveal that the control method and experiments are good and satisfied. 

 

2. Design Method for WSN 

The ZigBee specification that you download describes how ZigBee works as a networking protocol. What is not 

included (at least at the time of this writing) is how applications interact through what are called Application 

Profiles. To access the Application Profile specifications, you must become a member of the ZigBee Alliance. 

Application Profiles describe the over-the-air behavior of devices in each of the wireless control domains. In 

Telecommunications Applications (TA), for example, companies are creating products that can introduce 
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location-based services such as Fig. 1. These services could advertise specials, services, or sales (at your option) 

based on the location of your cell phone. The cell phone company already knows where your phone is from a 

cell tower perspective, but that can be a 15-mile radius or more, far too broad for location-based services. 

The main purpose of teaching for students are using application program interface (API) of WSN. This API can 

be developed to reduce the burden of program design. The Application Queue API is a very important tool to 

provide a queue-based interface to communicate application file and both the WSN stack and the hardware 

drivers. The develop environment is called Code::Blocks which can let all these APIs interacts with the IEEE 

802.15.4 stack API. Meanwhile, it can interact with many Peripheral Hardware Drivers by Integrated 

Peripherals API. The Application Queue API handles interrupts between the Medium Access Control (MAC) 

sub-layer stack and integrated peripherals of wireless microcontroller to save the application time of interrupts 

[6].  

A variety of network topologies have been developed. A star topology is used in this paper. A network must 

consist of a minimum of two devices. One is called Co-ordinator which is referred to as network commander. 

Others WSN are called End-Device which can be regarded as client or slave. Each End-Device node has a 

parent. The Co-ordinator node has one or many client nodes. Each node can communicate only with its parent 

and its client. Not all nodes may be within range of each others but information can be transferred from one 

node to another node until the final destination is got. The data transfer methods between network nodes have 

two types: (1) Transferring data from a Co-ordinator to a node. In this method, request response should be given 

to the node to request data when it is able to receive. (2) Transferring data from a client node to Co-ordinator 

node. In this method, confirm response should be sent from a data frame directly. The two data transfer methods 

are shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 1: Telecom Application Information Services 

 
Figure 2: The diagram of WSN data transferring 
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3. Experiment Results 

The program of WSN is developed on the free software called Code::Blocks. It can provide all the software 

tools and hardware required to get the first-hand experience with WSN. At first, the program of Co-ordinator is 

developed then the program of End-Device is developed consequently. Every network must have one and only 

one PAN Co-ordinator, and one of the tasks in setting up a network is to select and initialize this Co-ordinator. 

The network setup process is automatically started from stack initialization to data transferred. The entry-level 

kits contain one base development board (BDB) and one sensor development board (SDB). Each board is 

equipped with a high-power IEEE 802.15.4 RF module which provides much higher covering range with 

2.4GHz RF antenna for easy mechanical design than normal-power RF module. For I/O expansion ports, it has 

10 useful pins of GPIO include UART, ADC, DAC and Comparator. The sensor development board features 

temperature sensors such as Fig.3. When the temperature and humidity are greater than 28 °C, the external LED 

light flashes. If it is less than 25 °C, the LED light will go out and nothing will happen. This digital temperature 

control design can be applied to the intelligent air-conditioning switch. When the temperature reaches 28 °C, the 

cold air is automatically started. When the temperature drops below 25 °C, the power is automatically turned 

off. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4. 

The API software provides free packages to the peripheral devices single-chip compliant wireless 

microcontrollers. This is known as the Integrated Peripherals API. It details the calls that may be made through 

the API. This hardware is controlled using the MAC software stack which is built in the on-chip ROM. The 

developed program is shown in Fig. 5. In  this paper, the WSNs are used to monitoring temperature. The 

experimental example of verifying the performance of WSN has been presented in this paper. The results reveal 

that the control method and experiments are good and satisfied. 

  
Figure 3: The development boards of WSN 

 
Figure 4: The diagram of experimental results 
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Figure 5: The program diagram of monitoring temperature 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, the control method and experiment for temperature monitoring by WSN and LED are proposed. 

The control example and experiment result of verifying the performance of WSN and LED have been presented. 

The results reveal that the teaching method and experiments are good and satisfied. 
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